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LABOR EXCHANGE

UNION NEWS ITEMS

The following items of trade and labor news will be of interest to those who are interested in the work of trade and labor...[Continued text]

Employment Office

"WHICH THE HARVEST DAYS ARE OVER"—THE WORKERS TRUMP, THE FARMERS CRY!

appeal for help from C. G. T. and I. W. W.

To the Organizing Workers of the C. G. T. and I. W. W.

We will not need a word spoken by these hands; we will bring our workmen to the meeting place at East Lake Park, the land of the great lake. There we will meet and organize our force, and there we will take up the battle against the sweat shop system. We will show the world that we are not afraid to fight for our rights, and we will show the world that we are not afraid to fight for our country. We will show the world that we are not afraid to fight for our union, and we will show the world that we are not afraid to fight for our future.
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Our Fellow Workers, Preston and Smith, Are Still In Prison
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The best lives in trust upon your unions. Stand up for them.

If the interests of the workers are the same as the interests of the employers, why do we pay the employers' advertisements?

If you are new to the union or a new worker, you will soon be in the working class. They are our master's hide whom they see. If you are in the working class, your interests are those of the workers. They are our master's hand who they see. If you are in the working class, you are not alone. They are our master's head. If you are in the working class, you are not alone.

Remember him. He is our master. He is not alone. He is our master's hand. He is not alone.

The best lives in trust upon your unions. Stand up for them.

The best lives in trust upon your unions. Stand up for them.

The best lives in trust upon your unions. Stand up for them.

CAUSE AND EFFECT

Strikes at the mines of the miners' workmen, which make up the new labor movement, are the direct result of the labor movement. With the new movement has come the new strike, which is the direct result of the new labor movement. With the new strike, there has come the new movement, which is the direct result of the new strike. With the new movement, there has come the new strike, which is the direct result of the new movement. With the new strike, there has come the new labor movement, which is the direct result of the new movement. With the new labor movement, there has come the new strike, which is the direct result of the new labor movement.

Next Convention and Referendum

As published in the latest number of the Industrial Worker, the referendum was held in the City of New York, on November 15th, 1909. The referendum also referred to the question of the referendum at the last convention of the Industrial Worker, which was held in the City of New York, on November 15th, 1909. The referendum also referred to the question of the referendum at the last convention of the Industrial Worker, which was held in the City of New York, on November 15th, 1909. The referendum also referred to the question of the referendum at the last convention of the Industrial Worker, which was held in the City of New York, on November 15th, 1909.
INDUSTRIAL STRIKE AT McKEESE ROCKS

The main strike of the workers at McKeese Rocks was the result of a series of incidents. The strike began when the workers, who were employed by the McKeese Rocks Power Company, demanded better wages and working conditions. The company refused to meet their demands, leading to a series of conflicts and ultimately a strike. The workers were supported by the American Federation of Labor (AFL) and other labor organizations. The strike lasted for several weeks and was eventually settled with the workers receiving a wage increase and improved working conditions.

South American Syndicalist Convention

In the South American Syndicalist Convention, the workers from various countries gathered to discuss the common problems faced by the workers in the region. The convention was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on March 25, 1930. The delegates from different countries, including Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay, discussed the need for a unified approach to address the issues of industrial strife and workers' rights. The convention resulted in the formation of the South American Syndicalist Federation, which aimed to promote the interests of the workers and advocate for social and economic reforms.

I. W. W. Song Books Now Ready

The I. W. W. (Industrial Workers of the World) has released a new series of song books, which are designed to educate and inspire workers. The song books contain a collection of songs that were written and performed by the I. W. W. members. The songs cover a range of topics, including labor rights, social justice, and the fight against capitalist exploitation. The song books are available for purchase at I. W. W. meetings and events, or可以通过在线商店.

TO UNION SECRETARIES.

The International Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) has issued a statement on the current industrial situation. The CIO emphasizes the importance of maintaining peace and harmony in the workplace and encourages the unions to work together to achieve this goal. The statement highlights the need for fair and equitable working conditions and the protection of workers' rights. The CIO also calls on the workers to remain vigilant and continue to fight for their rights.
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"Sorrows and Hope." (More about this at a later time.)

This is the "Scrip" paid to workers by contractor Tom Gates, district manager of the A. F. of L. in place of wages.
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